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BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 



















Amiel A. Jaramillo 
Steven L. English 
Michael G. Gomez*** 
Secretaries: 
Rosa Maria Howe 
Kathy Jaime 
*Senator Hart replaced Senator Diane Watson in early 1988. 
*Senator Marks replaced Senator Paul Carpenter in 1987. 
*Replaced Patricia Takayama in 1987. 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 24 
AUTHOR : Montoya CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 
SCAL Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: 





30 DAYS: 01/01/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, MONTOYA 
s, 
AYES 
ON I AND PROFESSI 
COMM TTEE FOR 10/26/88 
PET 




TAX LEVY: N 
re-refer the Committee on Appropriations. 
-CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, 
ROYCE DOOLITTLE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 64 
CONSULTANT : PET 
ASSIGNED DATE: 01/29/87 30 DAYS: --/--/--
APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Fitness instructors: health studio services contracts. 
Ann took off by author on 4/16. 
Returned to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
04 20/87 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 











TAX LEVY: N 
. 11:00 a.m. 
author's amend. 10:20 a.m. 
author's amend. Put over 
to move the bill to 4/20 
t Committee on Appropriations 




, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 




SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 84 
Boatwright CONSULTANT : MGG 
AMENDED DATE: 01/11/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 01/29/87 
: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
: N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
ECT: Auctioneers and auctions. 
in brought amens on 4/7/87 
e requested 1st set. 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
I STORY: 
Returned to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
I /88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Aut r's amendments. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
l /88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
05/18 7 102 Held for interim study. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
0 2 I 7 7 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
I 




AT ONS: N 
. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: --/--/-
TAX LEVY: N 
rsuant to Joint Rule 56. 
VOTE 
Committee. 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESS ONS 






CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 01/29/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
itecture. 
amens on 4/7/87 
sted 1st set 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
Re rn to t Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
1 7 Heari postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
0 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
7 Heari pos by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
02 He for interim study. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
1 ari tponed by Committee. 
AYES 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
I Hea tponed by Committee. 
AYES 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSI 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : MGG 




TAX LEVY: N 
State Board of Funeral 
rs. 
ht amends on 04/07. 
sted lst set 
Re to the Senate rsuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
1 stponed by Committee. 
00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
s by Committee. 
0) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
for interim study. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
postponed by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
s Committee. 
00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
COMMITTEE ON BUSI AND PROFESSIONS 











TAX LEVY: N 
off 5/18 hearing. 
Senate t to Joint Rule 56. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ari Hearing cancell at r st of author. 
UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Committee. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
TTEE LOG 10/26/88 
AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 01/29/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 




TAX LEVY: N 
re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES - CRAVEN, GREENE L., ROYCE, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
postpon by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 















011 Do pass as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
/06/87 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
NESS AND PROFESSIONS 
I 10 26/88 
PET 
GNED DATE: 01/29/87 30 DAYS: 
APPROPRIAT ONS: y TAX LEVY: 
N 
Se ice Sc lar ip 




GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, MONTOYA 
VOTE 
TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 01/29/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
irernents. 
s as To Consent Calendar. 
(0 -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, MONTOYA 
r's arne nts. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
AND PROFESSIONS 
2 88 
01/29/87 30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
Committee on Appropriations 
MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 





CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 01/29/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
f ia ric cine: 
30 DAYS: 02/20/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
riations. 
0 ss, re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
ommend Consent. 
AYES 07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 















TAX LEVY: N 
27 Do , re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recow~end Consent. 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, MONTOYA 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SLE 
IGNED DATE: 02/05/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 




TAX LEVY: N 
but re-refer to the Committee on 
iations Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
amendments. 







TAX LEVY: N 
t Committee on Appropriations. 
, ROSENTHAL, WATSON, 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 





CONSULTANT : AAJ 
7 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/26/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
a rs. 
30 DAYS: 03/08/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
0 1 Do , but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, WATSON, MONTOYA 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
0 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
Retur to t Senate rsuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ari stponed by Committee. 
AYES 0) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
COMM TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
4 
CONSULTANT : PET 
0 0 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
res: 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
027 Do ss, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recornme Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 







TAX LEVY: N 
re-refer to the Committee on 
Consent. 
- CRAVEN MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 




SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND IONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
54 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
0 8 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/19/87 30 DAYS: --/--1--
y APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
architects: tenant improvements. 
i a . to take bill off 3/23/heari 
s, re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (05) - CRAVEN, MARKS, ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
Aut r's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 02/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
isory commission: member compensation. 
7 Do , but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recomme Consent. 




ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/05/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
ly t set 
30 DAYS: 03/13/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
n' count. 
5) - CRAVEN, McCORQDALE, WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
r's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
l 
' AYES 
, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
heari Failed passage in Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ss as . 
AYES (04) - CRAVEN, McCORQDALE, WATSON, MONTOYA 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT SLE 





TAX LEVY: N 
Senate suant to Joint Rule 56. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
t ari . Heari cancelled at request of author. 
00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
00 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
11 Do s as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
30 DAYS: - /--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
COMM TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
ancy 
0 7 Do pass. 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 02/26/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
39 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
, first hearing. Testimony taken. Further hearing to be 
se • 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/26/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 




TAX LEVY: N 
to t Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
st by Committee. 
00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
7 Do 
0 
TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT 








30 DAYS: 03/27/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
6 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/05/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
l es. 
set for 4/20. was spot bill) 
30 DAYS: 03/28/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
s as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
riations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
stponed by Committee. 
00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 645 
: Royce CONSULTANT : 
AMENDED DATE: 05/14/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
: N CONS. SUSPENDED: 





30 DAYS: 03/29/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., ROYCE, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ITTEE LOG FOR 0/26/88 
CONSULTANT LE 
0 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 30 DAYS: 04/02/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
ert f e 1 
Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
UNANIMOUS VOTE 




COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESS! 














11 Do pass as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
30 DAYS: 04/02/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
2 7 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
reco of su 
arne on 4/2. 
sted setting 
30 DAYS: 04/02/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
s and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
Aut r's amendments. 
AYES 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
: N 
: N 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : PET 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/02/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Returned to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
I 8 87 165 Set, first ring. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANI VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
9 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : MGG 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
a ries. 
come a 2-yr. bill 
01/06/88 to drop bill. 
30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Ret rn to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
t, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
by Committee. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
aring. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 














30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
021 Do ss, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (05) - CRAVEN, MARKS, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 













30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
ss as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
ropriations. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., ROSENTHAL, WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 843 
: Torres CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/27/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Water treatment devices. 
Ann broght amends. 
HISTORY: 
30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
5/18 7 009 Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESS ONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MGG 
6 7 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
trol 
30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
0 9 s placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
hor's ts. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
TTEE ON BUSI 
7 
CONSULTANT : 









30 DAYS: --/--/ -
TAX LEVY: N 
s as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROYCE, WATSON 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 












30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
from 4/6 to 4/20. SLE took off 4/20. 
Retu to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Set, sec hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of 
r. 
AYES (00) UNANIMOUS VOTE 
's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Hea i stponed by Committee. 
AYES 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
1ng t by Committee. 
AYES 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
859 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
and surgeons. 
011 Do s as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
4 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND 











30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do s but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
( 6) - CRAVEN, MARKS, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
stponed by Committee. 
AYES 0) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
COMM TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL ITTEE LOG 10/26/88 
SLE 
87 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPE~DED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Heckt r sted Code 165/re-set for 4/20. 
took it off 4/20 hearing by committee. 
amends on 5/14. 
02 ss, but re-refer to ~he Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES 05) - CRAVEN, MA~KS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, WATSON 
0 r s amendments. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
tponed by Committee. 
00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
898 
SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/26/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
nistrators. 
30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
s be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (08} - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
5 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
05/11/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/11/87 
: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
t tors: a itration 
z brought author's amends 5/11 
30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOdLITTLE, MONTOYA 
Aut r's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
0 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
certification. 
aring author. 
30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
s as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
ria ons. 
AYES (06) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, WATSON, 
MONTOYA 
t, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SLE 
/ 00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
s as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
riations. 
AYES (06) - CRAVEN, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
0 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
censes. 
30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
at ions. 
(07) - CRAVEN, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 













ractors: construction management. 
30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
165 was put in 4/1; computer error erased it. 
Bill was moved from 4/6 to 4/20. 
028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
8 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ITTEE ON BUSI AND PROFESSIONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
0 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
1 sti service: licensure. 
ss, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
TTEE ON BUSI AND PROFESSIONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : PET 








took off 4/20 hearing. 
but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Consent. 
08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
s amendments. 
(00} - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
16 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
N 
AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/30/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
st to move it back to 4/6.It had been set 
0 t re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 




CONSULTANT : PET 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
rs. 
30 DAYS: 04/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Returned to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
6 7 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
0 9 
07 Do s. 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
7 ASSIGNED DATE: 09/10/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
1 1 
: Boatwright CONSULTANT : SLE 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Gasoline: met 1 tertiary butyl ether. 
30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 






CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
0 ss, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recomme Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON I AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: N 
ssessors. 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
0 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Do pass as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
30 DAYS: 04/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
COMM TTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03 12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
ral anest s1a. 
30 DAYS: 04/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Consent. 
(08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
r's amendments. 
00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
aring. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
by Committee. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL ITTEE FOR 10/26/88 
AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
28 ss as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
riations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
f t aring. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 














30 DAYS: 04/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Consent. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
l 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
2 
CONSULTANT . PET . 
00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/12/87 30 DAYS: 
: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: . y CONS. SUSPENDED: N . 
examiners: unprofessional conduct. 
ss as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
riations Recommend Consent. 
04/05/87 
N 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
0 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT SLE 
8 ASSIGNED DATE: 04/30/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
r interim study. 
(06) - GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
nts. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ring. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
's arne ts. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : PET 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
N 
off r author 4/16. 
30 DAYS: 04/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
028 ss as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
iations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
0 r' ts. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
5 Set, first aring. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 




ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
ITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : 
7 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
su eons. 
30 DAYS: 04/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
t re refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (06) - McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
9 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 















30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
4 
CONSULTANT : PET 
7 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
r ations. 






COMM TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESS! 
ITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SLE 
I 0 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
to t Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
rst hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 






CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Gl y requested to take off. Two-year bill. 
Returned to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Se , first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
1179 
CONSULTANT : PET 
DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
ring and cosmetology. 
30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Returned to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
7 1 2 Held for interim study. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
181 
DATE 00/00 0 
URGENCY: N 
CONSENT N 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Do s as amended. 
30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (06) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
1 
CONSULTANT : PET 
0 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/09/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
22 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
riations. 
AYES (05) - CRAVEN, MARKS, ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
235 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
04/20/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 04/13/87 
N APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
conscious tion. 
r's arnend.to floor 4/20 
30 DAYS: 04/09/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
21 Do pass, but re refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (05) - MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, WATSON, MONTOYA 
4 Set, first hearing. Testimony taken. Further hearing to be 
set. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 














30 DAYS: 04/09/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 1 76 
: Watson CONSULTANT : AAJ 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Consumer affairs. 
30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
riations. 
AYES (07) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, MONTOYA 
TTEE ON BUSI AND PROFESSIONS 
SLE 
0 IGNED DATE: 03/19/87 30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
s. 
2 as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
r at ons. 
AYES (07) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 





CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
i a ts drug use. 
0 Do s. 
30 DAYS: 04/09/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (06) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROYCE, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 















30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
March 25, Terri brought author's amends. The cannot be put 
across until after Apr.10. They were not processed. 
7 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07} - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 347 
Roberti 
AMENDED DATE 05/14/87 
URGENCY: N 
CONSENT: Y 









30 DAYS: 04/09/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
027 Do s, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recomme Consent. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
r's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
I 0 ASSI DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
N 
30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
r at ons. 
AYES (0 ) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
stponed by Conuni t tee,' 
0) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 





CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
in ers examination. 
took it off 4/20 by author. Spot bill. 
30 DAYS: 04/09/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Returned to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
I 5 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 














30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Returned to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
0 87 102 Held for interim study. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
9 
CONSULTANT : MGG 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/09/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
9 s and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 




7 30 DAYS: 4/1 I 7 
LEVY N 
Senate rsuant to Joint Rule 56. 
- UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
456 
Leroy Greene 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 











30 DAYS: 04/ll/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
ITTEE ON 




IGNED DATE: 03/19 7 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
surveyors. 
IONS 
30 DAYS: 04/10 7 
TAX LEVY: N 
09 Do s be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
39 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00} - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
5 1 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/11/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
I 7 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 1534 
: Keene 




CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/11/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
sor,Gene Mansfield took off. Beckie confirmed on 4/15 
027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 











30 DAYS: 04/11/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 1546 
Ellis 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 












TAX LEVY: N 
022 Do s as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 1552 
AUTHOR : Kopp CONSULTANT : AAJ 
03/19/87 
N 
AMENDED DATE: 01/04/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 30 DAYS: 04/09/87 







CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Lisa Lopez called to take off. Two-year bill 5/14 
01/11/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
8/87 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
N 
N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 1558 
Resent l CONSULTANT . PET . 
DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
CONSENT: y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Contracts: dance studio lessons. 
Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (08} -CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 1564 
AUTHOR : Campbell CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 
I : Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Contractors' State License Board. 
HISTORY: 
30 DAYS: 04/11/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Returned to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 56. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
STORY: 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 















30 DAYS: 04/12/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
rik ht amends. Desk was closed for Easter. They 
could not be processed. Would be adopted in committee. 
4/20/87 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 1592 
: Leroy Greene CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/26/87 30 DAYS: 04/12/87 
SCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Laundry and dry-cleaning business establishments: price 
discrimination. 
Alice Kelton requested it to be set for 4/20. 
Re-referred to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 62(a). 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
4/20/87 340 Set, first hearing. Failed passage in Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (03) -GREENE L., ROSENTHAL, WATSON 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 1607 
Watson 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 












30 DAYS: 04/12/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 1620 
: Hart CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/19/87 30 DAYS: 04/12/87 
I URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Healing art practitioners: suspension: reports. 
HISTORY: 
04/20/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 






CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 01/28/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 02/ll/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
p 
rformance 
ts: home furnishings: fire safety 
standards. 
Re-referred to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 62(a). 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
I 4 Set, first hearing. Failed passage in Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
iations. 
AYES (01) - MARKS 
117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 1891 
r CONSULTANT : SLE 
DATE: 03/07/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/ll/88 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Rea licensees. 
30 DAYS: 03/04/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 1896 
AUTHOR : Rosenthal CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N 











30 DAYS: 03/05/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
05/02/88 009 Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 1955 
CONSULTANT : MGG 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
vate investi tors. 
30 DAYS: 03/10/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
009 Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 














30 DAYS: 03/11/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
022 s as arne re-refer to the Committee on 
iations. 
AYES (05) GREENE L., McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 






CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/22/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 03/11/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2039 
: Rosenthal CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/05/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: 
Petroleum. 






30 DAYS: 03/13/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
04/11/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 














30 DAYS: 03/17/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 07 
: Kopp CONSULTANT : SLE 
AMENDED DATE: 04/05/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 30 DAYS: 03/17/88 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Dietetic care: dietitians: licensing and regulation. 
Lisa brought amends. 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
4/ll/88 102 Held for interim study. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 











Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 





30 DAYS: 03/18/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 2163 
AUTHOR : Presley 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
I : N URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N 
SUBJECT: Contractors. 
HISTORY: 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
/02/88 008 Do pass as amended. 
30 DAYS: 03/19/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (05) - MARKS, ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 














30 DAYS: 03/19/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Aut r's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
5 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 2219 
: Dills CONSULTANT : 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 
N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 






30 DAYS: 03/19/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 2220 
CONSULTANT : MGG 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 30 DAYS: 03/19/88 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Pol exarn1ners. 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
8 65 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE SB 2226 
: Dills CONSULTANT : AAJ 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 
N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
: N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Outdoor advertising: definitions. 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/19/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
05/02/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 2229 
s CONSULTANT : 
DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 





30 DAYS: 03/19/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
ECT 
COMMENTS: 
Guide dogs for the blind. 
I STORY: 
04/ll/88 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 








SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 2239 
Montoya 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 











30 DAYS: 03/19/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on Rules. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
02 8 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE : SB 2250 
Rosenthal CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 
: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Hearing aid dispensers. 
HISTORY: 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
4/ll/88 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 2267 
: Bill Greene CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 30 DAYS: 03/20/88 
ISCAL Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
: Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
ECT: Practice of medicine. 
COMMENTS: 
H STORY: 
04/11/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 






I 3 I 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
SB 2356 
s CONSULTANT : AAJ 
DATE: 04/04/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 30 DAYS: 03/24/88 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
r advertising: on-premises displays. 
iz brought amends 3/15/88. Cannot amend until 3/24 
027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2385 
AUTHOR : Campbell CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/04/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
ECT: Carpets: commercial operations: licensure. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
04/11/88 102 Held for interim study. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 















011 Do pass as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/24/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSI 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
4 0 
: Royce 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/03/88 









(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
postponed by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
N 
30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26 8 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/04 8 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
1 license or certificat on. 
t fur r action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/23/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2469 
AUTHOR : Dills CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/04/88 
SCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Hypodermic needles and syringes. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
30 DAYS: 03/23/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
4/ll/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2471 
: Montoya CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/04/88 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Nurses' registries. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/23/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE 
NUMBER : SB 
AUTHOR : Montoya 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/0 
ISCAL: Y URGENCY: 





TTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
TTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : MGG 
0 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/04/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 03/23/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
ent. 
- GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 














30 DAYS: 03/24/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
009 Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (09) UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Do 





. SUSPENDED: N 
eons 
30 DAYS: 03/24/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : SB 2521 
AUTHOR : Beverly CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/04/88 30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 




04/ll/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 




NUMBER : SB 2 
AUTHOR : Craven 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00 00 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N 




05/02/88 009 Do pass 
AYES ( 0 ) 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
TTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/04/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
. SUSPENDED: N 
ns and surgeons. 
30 DAYS: 03/24/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
laced on the Consent Calendar. 
UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2541 
AUTHOR : Montoya 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 











30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
04/11/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 




MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2 
AUTHOR : Montoya 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
: Y URGENCY: N 
: N CONSENT: Y 
Healing ar s 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
ITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 









30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
04/ll/88 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2546 
AUTHOR : Rosenthal 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/07/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 











30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
I STORY: 
04/11/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2553 
AUTHOR : Keene 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
: Y URGENCY: N 






Without further action. 





30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2610 
AUTHOR : Montoya CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/04/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N 
SUBJECT: Structural pest 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 








30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE : SB 2657 
: Watson CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/11/88 
ISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Behavioral sciences: licenses. 
HISTORY: 
30 DAYS: 03/27/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
04/ll/88 021 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2658 
AUTHOR : Watson 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N 










30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
I STORY: 
04/ll/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2731 
AUTHOR : Campbell 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 











30 DAYS: 03/30/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
04/ll/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2751 
AUTHOR : Rosenthal CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/26/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/ll/88 30 DAYS: 03/28/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Practice of chiropractic. 
COMMENTS: Sylvia brought amends on 3/31/88. 
HISTORY: 
05/02/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
4/11/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2755 
AUTHOR : Royce CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/07/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/11/88 30 DAYS: 03/28/88 
ISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Registered nursing. 
COMMENTS: Linda brought amends. on 3/16/88.Cannot amend until 3/28 
HISTORY: 
4/11/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2757 
AUTHOR : Marks CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/ll/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Clinical laboratories. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
30 DAYS: 03/27/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
04/11/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, MONTOYA 
HISTORY: 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 














30 DAYS: 03/28/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
04/11/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2793 
AUTHOR : Torres 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/18/88 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 04/14/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N FISCAL: N URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N 
SUBJECT: Healing arts: 
COMMENTS: 
H STORY: 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
physicians and surgeons. 
30 DAYS: 03/28/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
Re-referred to the Senate pursuant to Joint Rule 62(a). 




AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Set, second hearing. Failed passage in Committee 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Do pass. 
AYES (02) -GREENE L., MONTOYA 
Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2808 
AUTHOR : McCorquodale CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/11/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Automobile repairs. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
04/11/88 102 Held for interim study. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/27/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2810 
: Marks CONSULTANT : AAJ 
AMENDED DATE: 04/06/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/11/88 30 DAYS: 03/27/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Business and professions. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
04/ll/88 021 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (05) - MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: SB 2852 
AUTHOR : Watson 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/07/88 
I : Y URGENCY: N 












30 DAYS: 03/28/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
04/ll/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
05/02/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2867 
AUTHOR : Leroy Greene CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/04/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/11/88 30 DAYS: 03/31/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Department of Real Estate: issuance of citations. 
COMMENTS: Claire brought amends. 
I STORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
04/11/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SB 2870 
AUTHOR : Robbins CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/11/88 30 DAYS: 03/31/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: The Private Investigator Act. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
04/11/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : SCR 30 
AUTHOR : Montoya 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/26/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y 
SUBJECT: Task Force on 
COMMENTS: 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Financial Planning Regulations. 
30 DAYS: --/--/--
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
04/06/87 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROYCE, WATSON, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 32 
AUTHOR : Bane CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 07/02/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 04/23/87 30 DAYS: 01/01/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Optometry: examining, prescribing, and dispensing. 
COMMENTS: Two-year bill. 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
08/17/87 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 62 
AUTHOR : Grisham CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 02/11/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: Y 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y 










TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 70 
AUTHOR : O'Connell CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 03/05/87 30 DAYS: 01/03/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Advertising consumer goods. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/17/87 009 Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 85 
AUTHOR : Katz 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 











30 DAYS: 01/08/86 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (05) - CRAVEN, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, WATSON, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 86 
AUTHOR : Elder CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/03/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/18/87 30 DAYS: 01/09/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Business and professions: barbering and cosmetology. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 124 
AUTHOR : Peace 
LAST AMEND~D DATE: 05/19/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N 







Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 





30 DAYS: 01/16/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
07/13/87 340 Set, first hearing. Failed passage in Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
021 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (03) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., WATSON 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 175 
AUTHOR : Johnston CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/20/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/11/87 30 DAYS: 02/05/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: Y APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Employment agencies. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/17/87 008 Do pass as amended. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 188 
: Bradley 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 











30 DAYS: 02/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
ISTORY: 
7/13/87 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05}- CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 259 
AUTHOR : Friedman CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/02/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/18/87 30 DAYS: 02/13/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Service stations. 
COMMENTS: Two-year bill. 
HISTORY: 
Pat (Friedman's office) brought amends to change author. 
There was an action Code 166 (set second time, cancelled 
by author) but had to be erased because system would not 
allow a third setting for same date of 6/13/88. 
06/13/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, HART, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
07/13/87 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 449 
AUTHOR : Felando CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/11/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Professional advertising. 
COMMENTS: Two-year bill. 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/05/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 453 
AUTHOR : Bradley CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 07/16/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/28/87 30 DAYS: 03/05/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Consumer affairs: civil engineering: land surveying. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 470 
AUTHOR : Calderon CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/18/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/18/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Prescription lenses. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
8/17/87 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 513 
AUTHOR : Hill CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 03/09/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
AAJ 
04/13/87 
N FISCAL: N URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N 
SUBJECT: Healing arts: 
COMMENTS: Cindy brought 
HISTORY: 
03/14/88 007 Do pass. 
APPROPRIATIONS: 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
pharmacy. 
amends to change author 3/9/88 
30 DAYS: 03/08/87 
TAX LEVY: N 






AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 529 
AUTHOR : Floyd 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 








Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 





30 DAYS: 03/12/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
06/13/88 166 Set, second hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of 
author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
05/23/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 573 
AUTHOR : Bates 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: Y 











30 DAYS: 03/14/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
039 
AYES (05) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, MONTOYA 
Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 585 
AUTHOR : Sher CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/18/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 04/02/87 30 DAYS: 03/15/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Consumer affairs: locksmiths: repossessors. 
COMMENTS: Christopher brought amends on 5/15/87 
HISTORY: 
08/17/87 009 Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/2,6/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 634 
AUTHOR : Moore CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/30/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/11/87 30 DAYS: 03/19/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Dentistry: unauthorized assumption of title. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
08/02/88 341 Set, second hearing. Failed passage in Committee 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
007 Do pass. 
AYES (03) - McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART 
8/0l/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
08/20/87 054 Reconsideration granted. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, WATSON, 
MONTOYA 
8/17/87 340 Set, first hearing. Failed passage in Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
008 Do pass as amended. 
AYES (04) -GREENE L., ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 661 
: Vasconcellos CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 07/16/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/ll/87 30 DAYS: 03/20/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Consumer affairs: marriage, family, and child counselors. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 686 
AUTHOR : Tucker CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/19/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/11/87 30 DAYS: 03/21/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Hemodialysis technicians. 
COMMENTS: Roberta brought amendments on 5/19 
H STORY: 
7/13/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 699 
: Cortese 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 05/28/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Contractors: works of improvement. 
COMMENTS: 
30 DAYS: 03/21/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, WATSON, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 782 
: Tucker CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 07/16/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/28/87 
SCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Physicians and surgeons. 
30 DAYS: 03/26/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) - CRAVEN, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, WATSON, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 783 
AUTHOR : Tucker CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/19/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/11/87 30 DAYS: 03/26/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Physicians and surgeons. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/17/87 011 Do pass as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 784 
AUTHOR : Tucker CONSULTANT : SLE 
AMENDED DATE: 01/21/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/21/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Physicians and surgeons. 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
8/02/88 340 Set, first hearing. Failed passage in 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
008 Do pass as amended. 
AYES (03) - MARKS, ROSENTHAL, HART 
8/01/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
6/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
/17 7 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/26/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Committee. 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 920 
: Johnson CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 03/30/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 04/23/87 30 DAYS: 03/28/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Employment agencies. 
COMMENTS: 
ISTORY: 
08/17/87 009 Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
NUMBER : AB 921 
: Floyd 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/24/87 











30 DAYS: 03/28/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE 
6/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
6/13/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 938 
: Wright CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 01/13/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/04/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Contracts for athletic club services. 
COMMENTS: 
STORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/29/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 941 
: Lancaster CONSULTANT : AAJ 
AMENDED DATE: 07/16/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/28/87 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Business and professions. 
30 DAYS: 03/29/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 993 
: Wyman CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/25/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/04/88 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Fictitious business name statement. 
CO~~ENTS: 
HISTORY: 
30 DAYS: 03/29/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/01/88 009 Do pass 
AYES 
and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
(07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 1113 
AUTHOR : Bradley 












30 DAYS: 04/02/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
021 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 1129 
: Hughes 
AMENDED DATE: 07/01/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 06/18/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 04/02/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
ECT: State Board of Optometry: continuing education 
requirements. 
Joseph brought amends on 7/1 
HISTORY: 
7/13/87 021 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (05) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: AB 1131 
Johnson CONSULTANT : MGG 
AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/04/87 30 DAYS: 04/02/87 
F SCAL: Y URGENCY: Y APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
COMMENTS: 
I STORY: 
Consumer affairs: Bureau of Home Furnishings: insulation 
materials. 
7/13/87 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1164 
AUTHOR : Speier CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 02/04/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/06/88 30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 





0 /27/88 117 
6/13/88 340 
Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) - MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
Reconsideration granted. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Set, first hearing. Failed passage in Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (04) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, HART, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1239 
AUTHOR : Moore CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 





30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Consumer affairs: contractors: advertisements. 
Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1250 
AUTHOR : Lewis 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 01/11/88 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 02/04/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N FISCAL: N URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y 
SUBJECT: Electronic and 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
appliance repair dealers. 
30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/01/88 009 Do pass 
AYES 
and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
06/27/88 117 Hearing 
AYES 
(07) - CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
postponed by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUt•iBER : AB 12 58 
: Speier 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: Y 
: N CONSENT: N 
SUBJECT: Healing arts. 
COMMENTS: 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 05/11/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 008 Do pass as amended. 
30 DAYS: 04/03/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (06) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1280 
AUTHOR : Areias 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 









SUBJECT: Contractors: examinations: waiver. 
COMMENTS: 
30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (06) - CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 1401 
: Duplissea CONSULTANT : AAJ 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/04/87 30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
ISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
: N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Employment agencies: employment counseling service. 
Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1405 
AUTHOR : Frazee CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 03/07/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 08/20/87 30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: Y APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Consumer affairs. 
COMMENTS: Carol brought amends on 3/3/88. 
HISTORY: 
05/23/88 007 Do pass. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
06/13/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 1409 
AUTHOR : Frazee 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/10/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y 










30 DAYS: 04/04/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1659 
AUTHOR : Tucker 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 06/04/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N 
SUBJECT: Psychologists: 
COMMENTS: Roberta brought 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
continuing education. 
author's amends. 6/15/87 
30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
039 
AYES (06) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, 
WATSON, MONTOYA 
Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 1676 
AUTHOR : Johnston CONSULTANT : 
AMENDED DATE: 05/28/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: 





30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1718 
AUTHOR : Areias 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/07/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 











30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1729 
: Isenberg CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/04/87 30 DAYS: 04/08/87 
ISCAL: N URGENCY: Y APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
: N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Immigration consultants. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
7/13/87 011 Do pass as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, WATSON, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1732 
AUTHOR : Isenberg 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/21/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N 
SUBJECT: Pharmacy. 









30 DAYS: 04/08/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 







AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART, 
DOOLITTLE 
Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1741 
: Bradley CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 07/13/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/25/87 
ISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Specialty contractors: subcontracting. 
30 DAYS: 04/08/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
009 Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1742 
AUTHOR : Bradley CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 07/07/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: 
SUBJECT: Contractors. 





30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 1757 
: Frazee CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 
SCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: 






30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, WATSON, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1774 
AUTHOR : Lewis CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/21/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/04/87 30 DAYS: 04/06/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 




08/17/87 009 Do pass 
AYES 
and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
(06) -GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 1834 
AUTHOR : Connelly CONSULTANT : SLE 
AMENDED DATE: 07/08/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/26/87 30 DAYS: 04/09/87 
ISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Nursing home administrators. 
COMMENTS: 
!STORY: 
7/13/87 021 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
WATSON, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1860 
AUTHOR : Norman Waters 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/01/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 




CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 02/04/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/13/88 102 Held for interim study. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 04/09/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: AB 1953 
AUTHOR : Filante 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/20/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N 
SUBJECT: Pharmacy. 






Without further action. 





30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
07/13/87 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 1956 
AUTHOR : Filante CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/18/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/04/87 30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: Y APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Business and professions: healing arts. 
COMMENTS: Cindy brought amends on 6/22/87 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (06) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 2001 
AUTHOR : McClintock 












30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 2030 
AUTHOR : Seastrand CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/05/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/11/87 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Investment advisers. 
COMMENTS: Mary Ann brought amends on 4/15/88. 
Mary Ann brought amends on 5/4/88 
HISTORY: 
08/08/88 008 Do pass as amended. 
30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, HART, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
08/17/87 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 2089 
: Leslie CONSULTANT : SLE 
AMENDED DATE: 07/08/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/18/87 30 DAYS: 04/11/87 
ISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Osteopathic physicians and surgeons: license renewal: 
physician's assistants. 
COMMENTS: Mark brought amends on 7/8. 
ISTORY: 
7/13/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (06) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 2139 
AUTHOR : Filante CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 02/29/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/04/88 30 DAYS: 04/11/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Tanning facilities. 
COMMENTS: Laura brought amends on 2/26/88. 
HISTORY: 
06/13/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROYCE, HART, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 2195 
: Tucker 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/22/87 
: Y URGENCY: N 










30 DAYS: 04/10/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 2242 
AUTHOR : Zeltner 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/22/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y 










30 DAYS: 04/11/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
AB 2249 
: Isenberg 












30 DAYS: 04/11/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 2392 
AUTHOR : Clute 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/07/88 
CONSULTANT : MGG 
ASSIGNED DATE: 06/11/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Solicitations: law enforcement personnel. 
COMMENTS: 
30 DAYS: 04/ll/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 




AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: AB 2 22 
: Allen CONSULTANT : AAJ 
AMENDED DATE: 06/24/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 08/20/87 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 







(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
postponed by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 04/12/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 2444 
AUTHOR : Eastin CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/18/87 30 DAYS: 04/12/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Architectural corporations. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
07/13/87 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (09) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 2492 
: Klehs CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/22/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/04/88 
SCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Clinical laboratory technologists. 
Wendy brought amends on 3/4/88 
30 DAYS: 04/11/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, 
DOOLITTLE 
27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
/13/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 2513 
AUTHOR : Areias CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/22/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 02/04/88 30 DAYS: 04/13/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Weights and measures. 
COMMENTS: Curt Evans brought amends on 06/22/88. 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 021 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART, 
DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/13/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 2527 
: Peace CONSULTANT : MGG 
AMENDED DATE: 05/27/87 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/ll/87 
. . 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Private patrol licensees . 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
/20/87 054 Reconsideration granted. 
30 DAYS: 04/13/87 
TAX LEVY: N 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, 
WATSON, MONTOYA 
I 7 7 340 Set, first hearing. Failed passage in Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
008 Do pass as amended. 
AYES (02) -GREENE L., MARKS 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 2681 
AUTHOR : Bane 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/24/87 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: Y 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 09/03/87 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 08/16/87 
TAX LEVY: N 




Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
ITTEE ON BUSI AND PROFESSIONS 




7/88 117 Hearing 
AYES 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 03/24/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
ratories. 
amends on 4/14/88. 
30 DAYS: 02/19/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
postponed by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Aut r's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3027 
AUTHOR : Lancaster CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/14/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/02/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Real estate licenses. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/10/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/01/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/13/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26 8 
NUMBER : AB 3029 
: Vasconcellos 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/08/88 











30 DAYS: 03/10/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3034 
AUTHOR : Roos CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/28/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 




SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Physicians and surgeons. 
COMMENTS: 
30 DAYS: 03/10/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSI 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
: AB 3099 
: Areias CONSULTANT : MGG 
AMENDED DATE: 03/14/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/05/88 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Weights and measures. 
30 DAYS: 03/ll/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3150 
AUTHOR : Floyd CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 04/14/88 30 DAYS: 03/11/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: State Athletic Commission. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/13/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
AB 3154 
: Kelley CONSULTANT : MGG 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/05/88 30 DAYS: 03/12/88 
Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Weights and measures: local administration. 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) - CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3295 
AUTHOR : Moore CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/22/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/26/88 30 DAYS: 03/17/88 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Cable television. 
COMMENTS: Jocelynn Catling brought amends on 6/21/88 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 008 Do pass as amended. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSI 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
AB 3322 
lissea 




CONSULTANT : MGG 
ASSIGNED DATE: 05/05/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
I 
30 DAYS: 03/17/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART, 
DOOLITTLE 
I 7/ 8 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3384 
AUTHOR : Floyd CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/28/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/16/88 30 DAYS: 03/18/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Contractors' State License Board. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSI AND 
FULL COMMI'TTEE LOG FOR 0/26 
: AB 3549 
Jones 








Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
3/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 






30 DAYS: 03/20/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3578 
AUTHOR : Moore 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/18/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 









CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 03/20/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMM ON 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG 0/26 
AB 3663 
: Tanner CONSULTANT : SLE 
AMENDED DATE: 06/22/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/16/88 30 DAYS: 03/20/88 
Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Clinical laboratories. 
022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART 
1/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00} - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3703 
AUTHOR : Tucker CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/13/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/26/88 30 DAYS: 03/20/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: Y APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Respiratory care practitioners. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/13/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
COMMITTEE ON BUS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
AB 3789 
Eastin 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
CONSULTANT : AAJ 
ASSIGNED DATE: 06/10/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N Y URGENCY: N 
Y CONSENT: N 
Contractors: 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
unlicensed individuals. 
I 
30 DAYS: 03/21/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
031 Be re-referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
7 8 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3818 
AUTHOR : Bader CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/10/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: 







as amended. To Consent Calendar. 
30 DAYS: 03/23/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/01/88 011 Do pass 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing 
AYES 
postponed by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 0/26 
: AB 3829 
: Moore CONSULTANT : MGG 
AMENDED DATE: 04/05/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/26/88 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Cable television: income of residents. 
30 DAYS: 03/25 8 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART, 
DOOLITTLE 
7/ 8 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3841 
AUTHOR : Eastin 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/22/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 









CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 03/20/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
06/27/88 117 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/13/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26 
AB 3845 
Frizzelle CONSULTANT : MGG 
AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/26/88 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Hearing aid dispensers. 
30 DAYS: 03/20/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3876 
AUTHOR : Bradley 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 08/01/88 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y 
SUBJECT: Land surveyors. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
CONSULTANT : MGG 
ASSIGNED DATE: 04/28/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: N 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 03/21/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/01/88 009 Do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMM TTEE ON BUS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/2 8 
: AB 3937 
: Hill 








Without further action. 






30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3941 
AUTHOR : Areias 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y 










30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
06./27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE TTEE ON BUS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR /26/ 
AB 394 
: Leslie CONSULTANT : SLE 
AMENDED DATE: 06/21/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/26/88 
URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
Board of Osteopathic Examiners. 
Without further action. 
AYES (00 - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
1/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's arne nts. 
AYES ( 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
8 17 Hearing st d by Committee. 
AYES 00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/24/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
at request of author. 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3953 
AUTHOR : Eastin CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/31/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: 
SUBJECT: Contractors: exemptions. 
COMMENTS: Ann brought amends 5/25/88 
HISTORY: 





30 DAYS: 03/25/88 





(05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., 
postponed by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
MARKS, ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 3969 
AUTHOR : Hauser CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/22/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/16/88 30 DAYS: 03/24/88 
ISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Property inspections: asbestos hazards. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4005 
AUTHOR : Bradley CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/20/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
AAJ 
06/10/88 
y FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 





CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
discipline. 
30 DAYS: 03/24/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/01/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer 
Appropriations. 
to the Committee on 
06/27/88 117 
AYES (06) -GREENE L., MARKS, 
DOOLITTLE 
Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART, 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4007 
AUTHOR : Lancaster CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/30/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/26/88 30 DAYS: 03/21/88 
SCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Consumer affairs. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
8/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4016 
AUTHOR : Filante 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 




CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 05/19/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 
CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
06/13/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, HART 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 4018 
AUTHOR : Filante CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/18/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: 






30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
6/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4019 
AUTHOR : Filante CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/19/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/16/88 30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Veterinary medicine. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4034 
AUTHOR : Stirling CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/11/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: Y APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: 







30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/01/88 009 Do pass 
AYES 
and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
06/27/88 117 Hearing 
AYES 
(07) - CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
postponed by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4060 
AUTHOR : Cortese CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/10/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: 







30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/01/88 009 Do pass 
AYES 
and be placed on the Consent Calendar. 
06/27/88 117 Hearing 
AYES 
(07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
postponed by Committee. 
(00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4145 
AUTHOR : Wright CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/20/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/23/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: Y APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Employment agencies. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
Without further action. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
08/01/88 102 Held for interim study. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4197 
AUTHOR : Isenberg CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/07/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/26/88 30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Osteopathic physicians and surgeons. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
06/13/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4233 
AUTHOR : Hannigan 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/21/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y 










30 DAYS: 03/27/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
06/27/88 117 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4258 
AUTHOR : McClintock 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/26/88 
FISCAL: N URGENCY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N 







Without further action. 





30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/0l/88 165 Set, first hearing. Hearing cancelled at request of author. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4274 
AUTHOR : Bane CONSULTANT : 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/09/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: 







30 DAYS: 03/25/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
06/13/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
039 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4277 
AUTHOR : Bronzan 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y 










30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
06/13/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4310 
AUTHOR : Eastin 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/20/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 










COMMENTS: Ann M. Evans sent amendments on 6/16/88. 
30 DAYS: 03/26/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 021 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE ITTEE ON 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG 
AB 4327 
Farr 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06 l 





8 IGNED DATE: 
APPROPRIATIONS: 
CONS. SUSPENDED 
re-refer to t 
Consent 






8 30 DAYS: 03/27/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
ittee on Appropriations 
AYES (07) - CRAVEN, GREENE L , MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
, HART, DOOLITTLE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4419 
AUTHOR : Bradley 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/04/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: Y 











30 DAYS: 03/30/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
06/13/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4510 
: Maxine Waters 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/04/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y 
CONSULTANT : SLE 
ASSIGNED DATE: 05/05/88 
APPROPRIATIONS: Y 




30 DAYS: 03/28/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
06/13/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4537 
AUTHOR : Cortese 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/20/88 
: Y URGENCY: N 







Without further action. 





30 DAYS: 03/28/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/02/88 340 Set, first hearing. Failed passage in Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES {04) - CRAVEN, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART 
/01/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4542 
AUTHOR : Johnson 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/22/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 










30 DAYS: 03/30/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (06) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART, 
MONTOYA 
/Ol/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
NUMBER : AB 4554 
AUTHOR : Roybal-Allard CONSULTANT : AAJ 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/26/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Employment agencies. 
HISTORY: 
30 DAYS: 03/28/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
06/13/88 028 Do pass as amended, but re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations Recommend Consent. 
AYES (08) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, DOOLITTLE, MONTOYA 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4617 
AUTHOR : Lancaster CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 04/12/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/10/88 30 DAYS: 03/30/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : Y CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Marriage, family, and child counselors. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4622 
AUTHOR : Bader CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/08/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 05/26/88 30 DAYS: 03/30/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: Y APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Osteopathic physicians and surgeons. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
06/13/88 021 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROYCE, 
HART, MONTOYA 
039 Author's amendments. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
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MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4671 
AUTHOR : Elder 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/09/88 
CONSULTANT 
ASSIGNED DATE: 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N 










30 DAYS: 03/30/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
HISTORY: 
08/02/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) - CRAVEN, MARKS, McCORQDALE, ROSENTHAL, HART 
08/01/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4679 
AUTHOR : Speier CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 06/30/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 07/ll/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Physicians and surgeons. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
30 DAYS: 04/02/88 
TAX LEVY: N 
08/0l/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : AB 4693 
AUTHOR : Grisham CONSULTANT : MGG 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 05/23/88 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/16/88 30 DAYS: 05/20/88 
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: Y TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: N CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Certified shorthand reporters. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 022 Do pass as amended, and re-refer to the Committee on 
Appropriations. 
AYES (05) -GREENE L., MARKS, ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS 
FULL COMMITTEE LOG FOR 10/26/88 
MEASURE NUMBER : ACR 117 
AUTHOR : Bane CONSULTANT : SLE 
LAST AMENDED DATE: 00/00/00 ASSIGNED DATE: 06/16/88 30 DAYS: --/--/--
FISCAL: Y URGENCY: N APPROPRIATIONS: N TAX LEVY: N 
SMLP : N CONSENT: Y CONS. SUSPENDED: N 
SUBJECT: Health care practitioners. 
COMMENTS: 
HISTORY: 
08/01/88 027 Do pass, but re-refer to the Committee on Appropriations 
Recommend Consent. 
AYES (07) -CRAVEN, GREENE L., MARKS, McCORQDALE, 
ROSENTHAL, HART, DOOLITTLE 
06/27/88 117 Hearing postponed by Committee. 
AYES (00) - UNANIMOUS VOTE 
(10/26/88,21:38) 
